
Lack the necessary motivation, dedication and commitment to boost your business 
to the pinnacle of greatness
Don’t have the mental toughness to overcome your setbacks, adversities, and 
failures (which we all have!)
Can’t seem to pivot ahead of disruption, uncertainty, and change so you risk being 
blindsided by forces no one can see coming

WAYNE MENDEZONA
S P E A K E R • A U T H O R • C O A C H

BIO
Are you an entrepreneur, business owner or leader who 
wants to maximize your potential, overcome big hurdles, 
and come out the other side a winner?

Right now, maybe all you see is challenges and obstacles. 
You find it difficult to grow your business, take it to the 
next level, or make it sustainable because you:

Call 425-736-1870 or Email coachmendo@maximizingyourresults.com

He is a renowned business speaker and motivational coach is here to help you out. He will 
give you the inspiration and empower you to help you discover that mental toughness, 
dedication and commitment that you greatly need for overcoming business adversities and 
challenges and for making your business a roaring success. 

Over the years, motivational guidance from Wayne has helped many entrepreneurs, business 
owners, athletes and other high performers to triumph over their challenges and achieve 
success in their respective fields.

WAYNE MENDEZONA
SPEAKS FROM EXPERIENCE. 



Call 425-736-1870 or Email coachmendo@maximizingyourresults.com
www.MaximizingYourResults.com

If you’re ready to reach your goals, overcome challenges and achieve the
success you know you’re capable of, talk to Coach Mendo. He’ll talk

with you about your specific needs and let you know how he can help.

CONTAGIOUS passion, INSPIRING energy, PROFOUND message.

“Coach Mendo gives you EVERYTHING he has to give. Each time I have the blessing of working 
with him, he leaves no doubt that he deeply cares about helping people reach their fullest 
potential. His energy and passion are inspiring and contagious - and each time I leave from his 
talks I feel challenged and full of hope. He is the king of acronyms and there is no doubt that he 
has personally tested and proved everything that he talks about. His speaking style and stories 
are always engaging and I'm always blessed by the messages he brings.”

- Tim Bieri

Infectious Energy

“Over the past six years I’ve heard Coach Mendo speak, trained with him as he prepared for a 
50-mile race, watched him lead camps and clinics, and witnessed his one-on-one coaching with 
my son. Across every aspect of his life and work, he absolutely embodies integrity and discipline, 
as well as infectious energy, enthusiasm, persistence and joy. Coach Mendo’s speaking is like a 
shot of adrenaline and a spark that motivates effective, goal-driven action.”

- Tom Trimble

Passion For Greatness In Every Person

“I have known Coach Mendo as a Coach, Clinician, and Educator for 16 years. I've heard him 
speak at numerous camps, clinics, community events and university functions. Without a doubt, 
he is the most passionate person I know when it comes to inspiring every person he comes into 
contact with to go all out in pursuing greatness in their life. He truly believes that each person can 
be great and has a unique and effective ability to communicate that message in ways that inspire 
people to overcome challenges and go for more.”

- Jim Hall

TESTIMONIALS


